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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. It is well recognized that the capital goods sector is a priority area in 

industrialized countries and in a number of developing countries. This is 

because it has a crucial role in the innovative process in industry as well as 

in agriculture and in the service sector. Also there is a strong link between 

economic growth and demand for capital goods. Its basic function being to 

supply machinery and tools to the rest of the economy thereby contributing to 

cupital formation and, aoreover, in&tnmental in technological change and its 

diffusion in the economy. 

2. In developing countries, the production of capital goods repres~nts only 

10 to 15 per cent of the total manufacturing (in terms of value added) whilst 

this figure is 30 to 35 per cent in industrialized countries. The developing 

countries' share - including the People's Republic of China - in the Norld 

production of capital goods is 8 per cent!/. 

3. The capacity of developing countries to for1111late and iaplement 

appropriate and selective policies is crucial to the iaprovement of this 

situation. 

4. All developing countries have given high priority to satisfying the basic 

needs of their population and are concentrating their eff ort3 on achieving 

food security and national self-sufficiency in food production and the surplus 

associated with export expansion. It is clear that these goals can only be 

achieved by a nUJlber of policy changes including an active policy aimed at 

far11 mechanization appropriate to the physical, cultural, econ<>11ic and 

technological environ11ent of a country or region. 

5. Transport is one of the 11ain links in the process of agricultural 

development. Analysis of the econ011ic policy iaplemented in various 

developing countries revealed that the w~ak link in the chains of production 

is the transport of products in rural areas, especially to ti.~ centers of 

const111ption and export. The inefficiency of the systea ulti11ately nullifies 

!/ The Capital Goods Sector in Developing Countries. Technology Issues and 
Policy Options. UNCTAD 1985 
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the efforts and priority accorded to the agricultural sector {loans, 

subsidies, insurance, mechanization) because the transport system is deficient 

and excessively C01:1tly, having problems inter_~lia with regard to storage 

infrastructure, co-ordination in the availability of properly equipped 

vehicles, frequency of serv~.ces and the compatibility of load-carrying 

capacity with seasonal agricultural activity. 

II. RURAL TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT SUB-SECTOR IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

{a) Present perfor'llBDce and role in industrial devel!!J:lllent 

6. As described in the first issue paper, the present situation is 

characterized by a C<lllmOn lack of attention to development of rural transport 

equipment. Indeed, all available data implies that transport facilities 

available in rural areas are few and 110&t of the t:ill!e, inappropriate. 

7. The principal rural products are derived froa agriculture, stock fan1ing, 

•ining and fishing and have to be carried fr<lll the fields, deposits or places 

where catches are landed to centres for collection and primary processing 

{sorting, washing, treat.P.ut for long-distance trADSport) where, after 

suitable treatment, they are transferred to the d01teStic processing or 

consumption centres as well &a to ports or export destinations. 

All these processes and operations ll&ke up the CQ11Plex operating systea of 

the corresponding chain of production (agriculture, stock fan1ing, •ining and 

fishing), C<lllprising the relevant primary production activities (cultivation 

or extraction), industrial processing and those activities related to the 

transfer of products frOll one process to the other and their intel'Jlediate or 

final consU11Ption (tra.~sport). 

Primary production 

Typical chain of production 

Collection 

Selection 

Treat.ent 

Conslm9tion 

Manufacture 

Export 

• 

• 
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This systea for the functioning of a chain of production 118.kes clear the 

role played by the transport of the products, priaarily in the rural envirollllelll 

itdelf (a), and in later distribution (b), as schematically presented in figure 

1.1. 

8. It is also clear that an efficient r.hain of production dependR not merely on 

the bounty of nature in endowing a country with abundant natural resources, nor 

on the intensity of the capital and technology applied in priaary production or 

llBDufacture but also on the appropriate 118.D&geaent and operation of the services 

that are linked to the chain of production, in which context transport of 

aaterials and 118.Dufactures assUlleS special illportance. 

9. Transport of agricultural products has also an appreciable industrializing 

effect and there is an underdeveloped potential owing to the lack of specific 

studies and policies for promoting particular types of transport equipment that 

would provide appropriate handling of potentially exportable products, which in 

SOiie countries represent the aain source of foreign exchange earnings. Striking 

features of the production of rural transport equipment are the siaplicity of 

design involved and the ease with which the technology can be 118Stered as well 

as the intensive utilization of locally produced 11aterials. The development of 

the iron and steel and metallurgy industries in 110St Latin American countries 

for exB11Ple, advances with the rise in the technical level and mechanization of 

the agricultural and rural transport sectors, the latter of which has enormous 

potential for development and for large-scale dissemination of techniques and 

equipment used by innovative entrepreneurs in relation with export crops. 

10. The dyn&11ic industrialization potential inherent in the 11&nufacture of 

equii-ent for transporting agricultural products in rural are&' can be seen by 

the ex811J>le of Brazil, which in 1986 produced 51,289 units of various types of 

l!'T.li~t, as againat 26,937 and 23,384 units in 1984 and 198.-; respectively (see 

table on page 4). 
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Brazil: Production or rural transport equipment 

(units) 

~!:~~~!, 

Sugar--cane loaders 

Grain hoppers 

Fixed or tipping carts and 
trolleys 

Elevators 

Shovel loaders 

Platfora trucks 

!~ 
,34 

423 

13,346 

6,134 

3,314 

2,986 

!~ 
880 

483 

16,529 

4,861 

127 

504 

1986 

950 

1,088 

23,265 

16,341 

5,683 

3,962 

-~----------'+--~----~~~~---~~ 

Total 26,937 23,384 51,289 

~~~!'f~: Ecouoaics and Statistics Division, ABIMAQ - SINDIMAQ 

11. In Asia, i11Proved designs should be developed in each country for local 

aanufacture of tricycles, trailers for bicycles, aotorcycles etc. Manufacturing 

of tractors, trucks and other capital equipment in various Asian countries are 

at different stages of development. At present aost of the countries have 

already set up heavily protected import substitution industries. However, as 

manufacturing sectors become aore aature, each country will becoae aore 

specialized. Intra-regional trade in 118.JJufactured goods shoulrl then grow, 

creating an environment conducive to regional co-operation. 

III. APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEMS FACING 111B SUB-SECTOP 

12. Past strategies concentrated more on provision of roads in the majority of 

developing countries. Since track and vehicle are complementary and mutually 

dependent parts of the road transport systea, 11<>st developing countries should 

consider the possibilities of local ll&llufacture of the vehicles and other 

capita! equipment th.,y need ~or their transport infrastructure, particularly for 

rural areas. For th~t purpose, it is necessary to: 

/' 
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identify the transport needs of rural communities, bearing in •ind the 

characteristics and requirements of agricultural production as well as 

geographical locations; 

- 118ke decision-askers broaden planning procedures so that they reflect 

transport and vehicle-oriented, as well as road-oriented, viewpoints; 

include, whenever possible, in transport policies the manufacture of 

vehicles froa low-cost to more expensive ones, wherever appropriate, 

as part of the effort to develop 511811- and medium-scale industries. 

13. In this perspective, the development of domestic 1181lufacture of rural 

transport equipment and other capital equipment (storage and cooling 

equipaent, spare parts etc.) calls for, first and foremost a considerable 

effort on the part of developing countries themselves. Through such an effort 

they can build up their human resources and an industrial base, especially for 

newcomers, that enables the. to negotiate with the owners of technology and 

increase their participation in project development. 

14. To develop appropriate transport equipment suited to local conditions as 

well as the proper handling and carriage of agri~ultural products in rural 

areas and their transfer to 11arket centres and for export, efforts should 

concentrate on those products that constitute the most characteristic chains 

of production in each country. 

15. For this purpos~, and to ensure proper planning and development of rural 

transport equipment, it .;.s suggested that: 

(a) Rach country should prepare specific diagnoses of tne situation 

relating to transport of the 11ain crops in both the rural enviroDJ1ent as 

well as over long distances (large vol1.111e11 of products); 

(b) concerted progra1111es be establi~hed for the 116Jlufacture of s.,ecial 

types of equipaent, by specific prGducts, with participati~~ of 

goverllllent, industry, research institutions and users of transport 

serviceH which 11&y be the fan1ers the.selves. These programllle8 should 

i~clude establishaent of a fr1111eWork whereby producers and const.111ers are 

encouraged to enter into c~ntre=tual arrange11ents for the prodvction, 

procurf!lleDt and financing of such transport equipi11ent; 
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(c) the fraaework should deteraine the responsibilities in each country of 

each body in the iapleaentation of the concerted plan between agricultural 

ar1d industrial sectors and the transport sector; provision should also be 

11ade for the tE:Chnical and financial support, service and other prcmotion 

instrU11ents that are considered necessary, such as tax, credit and custClllS 

incentives for the procurement of the equipment included under the 

prognnme. The existence of technological design and research institutes 

as support elements for the progrBllaeS if of fundallental need in iaplemo..nt

ing the progr&11111es, in &ddition to standardization in the uses and local 

11BDufacture of appropriate equipment. To this end, it will be necessary to 

consider settir.g up a steering body to co-ordinate and iapleaent the 

programme, which should include representatives of entrepreneurs and 

government from agriculture, industry and transport. 

16. The success of such progr~, however, depends to soae extent on efforts 

to build up an autonoaous industrial and technological core which can be 

sustained and constantly strengthened. In 11e>st developing countries, and 

especially those least developed, the problems of design, 118Dufacturing and 

operation of 11acbines, and organization of production, represent the aost 

sensitive points in the production process. There is a need to develop and/or 

iaprove national technological capabilities in those countries. In this 

connection, flexible manufacturing units for production of capital goods 

products is relevant in most developing countries. The flexible small- and 

aedius-scale units offer a number of advantages, int~r_!li!= 

(a) flexibility between product and technological process of production; 

(b) technological process of manufacture based on universal 11achinery 

capable of different basic operations (cutting, welding, machining) in 

which labour plays a determining role; 

(c) production of s11&ll quantities of a great variety of products of a 

relatively low technological complexity; 

(d) with proper design, the production processes can be simplified and thus 

made aore appropriate for conditions existing in the developing 

countries; 

(e) plant lay-out can be deeigned to perait the production of small 

quantities of different products by universal IMlchinea; 

(f) horizontal integration achieved with the domestic technvlo4ical 

infrastructure. 

, 
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17. The flexible units perait the 1181lufacture of a great variety of machinery 

and equipment includin~ spare parts needed to develop key sectors such as 

agriculture, food, construction, transport. They are also able to maintain 

imported equipment. Moreover, they permit 11<>re rational utilization of existing 

installed capacity. In addition, because of the small investaent needed, 

relative to that for big specialized production lDlits, new plants can be 

installed. This line of production can also play &n important role in prClllOting 

the development of the d011eStic technological infrastructure and a national 

engineering capacity, which can help to generate a 110re self-reliant develop11ent. 

IV. PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF LOCAL PRODUCTION OF Rl1RAL TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT 

18. For many developing countries the importance of providing appropriate rural 

transport equipment is recognized and governments and private enterprises in 

110St of these countries are 118k:ing the necessary efforts to overcome the 

problems associated with the provision of transport services/equipment and 

iaplements for rural industrial development. Indeed, rural workshops as well as 

urban industries engaged in the development of the capital goods sector are 

facing technological proble11a, such as lack of appropriate raw 11Bterials and 

prcven design, standardization in production operations, skilled 118Dpower, 

training system for the development of national capabilities required in 

mechanical engineering. They are also confronted with the question of dell&Dd 

for a great variety of siaple equipment/aids in li•ited quantities etc. 

19. In view of this situation, there is a need to increase human and financial 

resources devoted to research and development as regards design and technical 

studies, and to encourage the development of consulting services and licensing 

arrangements for transfer of technology to be adapted to local conditions. In 

this endE>avour, the 909t. fundallental requirement should be an aprraisal of the 

needs of a.all farmers and their requirements for transport services suited to 

the 11ain crops produced in the country or in the region. 

20. Owing to the fact that the majority of developing countries have a.all and 

scattered markets with diversified requi1.:11ents, specialization in production -

although it is a progressive llOde of production practised in ahloat all 

developed countries - cannot be applied to the 1111jority of developing countries, 

especially tho.e with an ellbryonic capital goods sector or contemplating entry 

thereto. Thus, there is the need to establish form. of production that can meet 
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diversified requirements (rural transport equipment/aids, agricultural aacairiery 

ond i11Plements, spare parts etc.) of the agricultural sector as well P3 

industry. For that purpose, the small- and aedh• flexible units, as described 

above, could be one of the ways to overcome some of the aain technological 

problema. Specialization could beco11e appropriate in the production of some 

specific rural transport equipment as dell&Dd increases and progress is 11ade in 

the 11Utering o• technologies; 

22. Bmpbasis as to the principal lines of action in promoting and illproving the 

national 11BDufacture of equipment will vary fr011 country to country ~ccording to 

the level of industrial development achieved in the field of metalworking 

production. In view of the proble11a confronting aost dev~loping countries, as 

described above, co-operation could be developed in the areas of design and 

prototype exchange, and h\111811 resources develop11e11t. Moreover, regio~al 

organisations such as the African Regional Center for Engineering Design and 

Manufacturing (ARCBDBM) in Africa, the Regional Network for Agricultural 

Machinery (RNAM) in Asia and the Andean Group in Latin America, could act as 

focal points to exchange information on develoIJ11ents equally adaptable to other 

countries of the region. In this perspective, international organizations such 

as UNIDO could provide technical assistance, for exaaple in the design and local 

mmufacture of low-cost transport equipment in small- and aedhm--scale 

enterprises. Also, international co-operation should aia at aobilizing 

financial resources required in prOllOting local production of capital goods 88 a 

whole. 

23. It should be noted that small- and aediU1t-scale entet"Prises of developed 

countries, because of their ability to adapt their production to a specific 

dell&Dd and their capability to aanufacture a wide range of products, have the 

necessary flexibility to transait 11&ny innovative ideas to aeet th~ diversified 

needs of developing countries using new foras of industrial co-op-~rat~on. 

24. In developing countries various possibilities of co-operation exist 88 

regarda pr0110tion of the capital goods sector in general and the rural transport 

equipment sub-sector in particular. For exaaple: 

a) gg-_22![!!!2n_!P.!2D-'-sl!!!!21!il!j_£2Yl!!ti§! would encourage exchange of 

infon1&tion on national strategies of developing countries so that an 

overall analysis is carried out to find global •olutions for COlmOD 

proble11B and at the same tiae to analyse the production complementarities 

! 
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at the regional level. This co-operation could be developed in the areas 

of (i) exchange of experiences in the field of design and production 

technology that would perait an increase in the productivity of existing 

plants and cievelop new types of aachinery and equipment; (ii) training of 

llBDpower to 11BSter the production process and other activities, such as 

operation, repair and aaintenance etc. 

b) ~o-operation between de!eloped. and developing countries could be 

oriented towards sustaining in various ways the efforts of developing 

countries to ill(>rove their llfttional technological capabilities and train 

the required skilled 118Dpower to reinforce the domestic engineerin~. To 

that effect, efforts should be aade to facilitate the participation of 

811811- and llediua-scale industries producing capital goods in developed 

countries in the transfer of technology towards developing colDltries. 

Thus, interested develcping countries could benefit fr011 a large nUllber of 

suppliers of technology. 
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V. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

25. In view of the current situation described above the Meeting -.y wish to 

exaaine the following proposals in the context of increased North-South and 

South-South cooperation. 

a) In order to realize the potential for self-s1JStaining industrialization 

in the operation of an articulated production structure, it is ra~sary to 

consider not onl; tbP. production of inputs and capital goods to meet the 

requirements of agriculture but also delland for transport. It is necessary to 

develop appropriate transport equipment suited to the proper handling and 

carriage of agricultural products in rural areas as well as the transfer of 

these products to .arkPt centres and for export; efforts should cobO'!ntrate on 

those products that e; ,1stitute the 11<>st characteristic chains of production in 

each country. 

b) Transp!>rt as a service and as a branch of industry can make a major 

contribution to increasing and sustaining agricultural production as well as 

industrial output in developing countries. To that end, transport planning 

should start with the various needs of fanaers and develop transport equipment 

or aids within the context of the capital goods industry as a whole. That would 

also contribute to achieving the development objectives in such priority areas 

as rural development, reduction of rural exodus, social and econ<>11ic balances 

between rural and urban areas, inequalities, and better utilization of local 

resources. 

c) The demand for rural transport equipment should be assessed as the basic 

guide for industrial production, giving special attention to the real needs and 

the ca~abilities of the users. 

d) To meet the aforesaid demand, a decision haa to be 11ade to the extent of 

f or119 of local production in order to deten1ine the technological and economic 

dimensions of the local production. 

e) In this context there is a definite need to establish or strengthen the 
liaiso& between producers and the scientific and technical infrastructure in a 

strategy which combines traditional and new technologies. 

• 

, 
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f) Technological, 118D&gerial and econe>11ic information on the capital goods 

sector in general and the rural transport sub-sector in particular should be 

available. Based on this premise, an exchsnge of infon1Btion eaong industry, 

research centres and other institutions, including potential beneficiaries 

should be developed and pr<>11<>ted on a regional and global basis for better 

utilization of existing facilities and potential. 

g) Skilled 118Dpower and financial resources are also required for the 

develoP11ent of the sub ··sector. In hllllan resources development, developing 

countries should develop an integrated progrBllJle of training for local producers 

and users of the sub-·sector outputs. In this connection, a nUllber of saall - and 

11ediW1-sized enterprises in developed countries, SOile of them specialized in 

training, could play an i11Portant role in providing training progr&m11es for 

developing count~ies in each area of specialization. With regard to financing 

which is one of the major constraints to industrial development, if high 

priority were given to the local 118Dufacture of selected rural transport 

equipment, as a key factor in rural development, most financial constraints in 

developing countries could be overcome. Choosing an appropriate policy a11d 

strategy in allocating the available resourceb and exploring the possibilities 

offered by international end regional institutions such as the World Bank, the 

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), the Asian Developl!ent 

Bank, the African Develo1>11ent Bank, the Arab Bank for Economic Development in 

Africa (BADEA), etc., could contribute to solving financial probleiaR. 

The Consultation is therefore invited to: 

(a) Dis~'Uss the present status of rural transport with emphasis on the 

provision of appropriate transport equipment and the potential for 

its promotion, development end expansion; 

(b) Discuss the potential for, and perspectives of •ixing traditional 

and new technologies aimed at cost--effec:tive domestic production; 

(c) Identify cOllllOn and specific constraints to local 1181lufacture of 

rural transport equipment through flexible plants; 

(d) Exaaine and propose ways and means for regional, interregional, and 

international co-operation and actions needed to overcome identified 

probl8118 and constraints; 

(e) Propose defined project ideas to increase technical assistance and 

investment proaotion activities to be considered for implementation 

by interrational organizations concerned, as well aa north-south and 

south-south co-operation. 




